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Reelfoot Lake Enjoyed by 3CT
By Milton McLain, 3CT Representative for PSC
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he Camera Club Council of Tennessee
(3CT) held its third successful field
trip with more attendees (63) than the two
previous trips combined. Reelfoot Lake, a
20,000 acre lake located beside the Mississippi River, is a popular Tennessee State
Park for photographers, hunters, fishermen, and nature lovers in general. Located
on the central U.S. migratory flyway, it
gets large populations of white pelicans,
eagles, snow geese, Canada geese, and a
wide variety of ducks. It also provides great
fishing for crappie and catfish.

“Majestic Eagle” - Geri Reddy

3CT member clubs represented were the
Photographic Society of Chattanooga, West
Tennessee Photographers Guild, Southern
Appalachian Nature Photographers, Memphis Camera Club, Camera Club of Oak
Ridge, Cookeville Camera Club, Jackson
Photo Club, and the LeConte Photographic
Society. There were also several people
from the Dyersburg Club, a few students,
and some not associated with any club or
photography school present. PSC was recognized for having the largest number of
members attending - a whopping seventeen! Eleven members of LCPS and SANP
were recognized as having traveled the farthest to attend the outing.
Although the weather didn’t cooperate
with sunny skies, it was a successful event
in many ways. A cloudy early morning
shoot led to shooting cypress tree knees on
the water's edge and the surrounding
Continued on Page 4
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President’s Message
By Sue Milligan, 3CT President

I
3CT Governing Board
President: Sue Milligan
Vice President: Jerry Atnip
Secretary & Editor: Pat Gordy
Treasurer: Les Milligan
Communications Director: Open
Jeff Roush (temporarily)
Membership Director: Jim Bruner
Publicity Director: Dee Murphy

would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone who had a hand in making
the Reelfoot Lake Safari a success: to the West
Tennessee Photographers Guild for hosting the
event; to our guides Bobby Bell, Tom Freeman,
and Jeff Roush for scouting out, and leading us
to the best photo ops the park has to offer and
for choosing such great places to stay and eat; also to Jeff for getting the
info about the event together and out there via the website and social media; and last but not least, special thanks to David Haggard, West Tennessee Regional Interpretive Specialist Tennessee State Parks, and the
entire Reelfoot Lake team for all they did to make sure we had a great
time. We learned so much from David about the area and the wildlife in
the Park and the opportunity to photograph the rehab birds in natural
settings was fantastic.

Activities Director: Sue Foster
Education Director: Jeff Roush

Member Clubs
Brentwood Photography Group
Camera Club of Oak Ridge
Cookeville Camera Club
Crossville Camera Club
Fayetteville Photo Club
Great Smoky Mountains Institute
at Tremont
Jackson Photo Club
LeConte Photographic Society
Memphis Camera Club
Nashville Photography Club
Photographic Society of
Chattanooga
Photographic Society of East
Tennessee
Southern Appalachian Nature
Photographers
www.Facebook.com/
CameraClubCouncilOfTennessee
president@3ct.org

http://3ct.org
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The feedback I have gotten on the Reelfoot Lake Safari has been great.
The turnout for it, considering the weather forecast, was amazing; just six
no-shows, but we had ten people show up that had not registered, so we
actually came out ahead with a total of 63 die-hard photographers taking
part in the weekend event. Thanks everyone for braving the weather!
Even though we froze our butts off Saturday, and got rained out Sunday,
I didn’t hear a single complaint. It was just so much fun being with other
photographers, seeing old friends, meeting new ones, sharing information,
learning new things, and doing what we all obviously love…taking photos! For more information on the event, check out the article in this issue
written by Milton McLain for the PSC and 3CT newsletters.
Speaking of photos, this issue of 3CT In Focus, includes some of the photos sent in by the Reelfoot Lake gang. Look for more in the May issue, on
3CT’s Facebook page www.Facebook.com/CameraClubCouncilOfTennessee ,
and eventually on the Website www.3ct.org (as soon as the new site is up
and running, hopefully by the end of this month). Thanks to everyone
who shared photos for the Council to use in these venues. The quality of
the work submitted is fantastic and I found it amazing how different the
images are considering the size of the groups standing side by side working the same subjects.
Everyone who attended the Safari seemed excited about our next major
event, a combination workshop/fieldtrip in Chattanooga, in October. Look
The Camera Club Council of Tennessee is proud to be
an active member of the Photographic Society of
America (PSA). Click here to learn more about PSA
and the advantages of being an individual member or
a club member of PSA.
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for more details in this issue. We hope to be adding
some regional, one-day, Meet and Shoot events this
year. In other words, several member clubs will be
inviting other clubs in their area to join them for an
outing. Any clubs interested in hosting these one-day
fieldtrips, please contact our new Activities Director,
Sue Foster at blueberries_48@yahoo.com
It is time to start thinking about what photos you
are going to enter in our 2nd Interclub Photo Contest.
The main subject will be “Tennessee – Off the
Beaten Track.” Last year the theme was “National
and State Parks in Tennessee.” This year we want
to feature other beautiful and interesting locations
around the State. There will also be a special category just for photos taken at any 3CT event and
this will be ongoing year to year giving the Council
another way to showcase and award those who
attend the fieldtrips. More information on the contest will follow soon.

“Keystone Vista at Reelfoot Lake” - Geri Reddy

Last but certainly not least, let's all send our prayers
and best wishes to Pat Gordy, 3CT's Secretary and
Newsletter Editor, as she faces her second battle
with ovarian cancer. She will be undergoing surgery
on April 11, at Erlanger Hospital in Chattanooga.
Not only is Pat my right hand, she is my inspiration!
Her contributions to the photographic community on
all levels, PSC locally, 3CT statewide, and PSA
worldwide, speak for themselves. She has an amazing drive and faith that I know will see her through
this. God bless, Pat. Be well soon! ◙

“Cypress Reflection” - Joe Anderson

April 19-22, 2013


Great Smoky Mountain Institute at
Tremont's “Springtime in the
Smokies” Photography Workshop



Led by Bill Lea www.BillLea.com and
the finest team of instructors anywhere in the country, with lots of oneon-one instruction



The cost of $611 includes meals, lodging and instruction



For more info, www.gsmit.org

“Eagle on Watch” - Tom Freeman
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Reelfoot Lake Enjoyed by 3CT...continued from Page 1
marsh. Led by David Haggard, a
Regional State Parks Interpretive
Specialist, and guided by three
photographers, Tom Freeman,
Bobby Bell, and Jeff Roush, the
group branched out to visit sites
around the lake and took a bus
tour up the Mississippi levee to
see several eagles' nests and
spend some time shooting. Just
barely seeing the eagle chick head
peaking out of the nest was fun,
even if he was a long way off.
Back at the Visitor Center, we
were treated to a special opportunity to photograph captive raptors
in more natural habitats when
David and his assistant placed
them on trees. These were injured
birds that had been rehabilitated,
but could not be released. The program was started at Reelfoot Lake
by David Haggard, our guide.
Photographers must eat too, and
the Hampton Inn went out of its
way to provide an early breakfast
for our group of photographers.
Meals at Shogun, Blue Bank, and
Boyettes restaurants served great
food, especially the fresh fish for
which the area is known.

With Sunday morning’s stormy
weather the group returned to the
Visitor Center for a naturalist
program by Mr. Haggard who is
also an excellent photographer
and a member of the Memphis
Camera Club. His program was
both entertaining and highly informative, including many delightful stories that showed an
extensive knowledge of natural
history across the State of Tennessee. It also showed how Reelfoot
Lake could be an interesting place
to photograph every season. Although one group attempted to go
out to another location across the
lake, the rain and wind came in
fast and furious, so it was time to
head for home and wrap up a successful trip. It’s a wonderful place
for photographers. Jeff Roush and
the host club, West Tennessee
Photographers Guild, put in a lot
of hard work getting it together.

To keep members informed, 3CT
has a Facebook page and a website that is undergoing a major
expansion that is soon to be unveiled. 3CT needs support and
volunteers to keep expanding its
programs
and providing ways to
share knowledge, programs, and
activities of
clubs around
the state.
Plans include helping clubs
with information on
speakers and
“Eagle” - Milton McLain
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“Eagle on Watch” - Jeff Roush

programs as well as encouraging
and coordinating interaction between clubs on field trips and
other activities.
The Photographic Society of
Chattanooga will sponsor the
3CT fall event October 11-13, in
conjunction with the workshop
with renowned bird photographer, Arthur Morris. Plans are
underway to make that another
successful gathering. ◙

“Owl” - Debbie Stowe
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3CT NEWS – WHAT’S NEW – APRIL 2013
By Sue Milligan, 3CT President

T

he Camera Club Council of
Tennessee is pleased to announce that the position of Activities Director has been filled by
Sue Foster. She is one of the two
founders of the new Crossville
Camera Club (C3) and expressed
a desire to take an active role in
3CT. Sue has an outgoing personality that should serve the Council well. Member clubs will be
hearing from her soon , so start
thinking about events that you
might host in future.
The Council is still in need of a
Web Master. Jeff Roush, 3CT’s
Education Director, has taken
over the task of redoing the Website but we need someone to take
over when the new site is ready
to go. Note that each member of
the Board will have the responsibility of keeping information related to their responsibilities updated, so this position will just
be taking care of the more technical aspects necessary.
There are still several clubs who
have not paid their dues for 2013.
Because the Council feels this is
just an oversight, we made an exception and did not charge a non
member fee for their members
who attended the Reelfoot Fieldtrip. If dues are not received by
the end of April, these clubs will
be removed from the Member
Club List and your members will
have to pay individually to attend
future 3CT functions.
Clubs will be receiving detailed information soon on the upcoming
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 4

2nd Interclub Photo Contest. There
will be two categories this year:
“Tennessee – Off the Beaten
Track” which gives participants
a broader playing field than last
year’s topic limited to National
and State Parks of TN. The second category “Photos Taken At
3CT Events” will be limited to
members who have taken advantage of the Council outings so far.
This will be an on-going category
for future Interclub Contest as
well, allowing another opportunity to showcase the fantastic
photographs taken at our events.
This year the Council would like
to see clubs in the same region
getting together for one day Meet
and Shoot events. If your club is
planning a fieldtrip, please invite
other camera clubs that are
within range. Just set a date,
meeting place and time and we
will help spread the word. The
more the merrier!
Members of the Board and a few
of the 3CT Club Reps who attended the Reelfoot Lake trip
managed to pull together a quick
Board Meeting. Although it wasn’t official, because there was not
a majority of the Board Members
present, it was productive. Some
of the subjects discussed included:
Finances; a Nominating Committee; the new Website; a Member
Club report; addition of an Individual Membership; upcoming
events for this year and next; getting started on a few new projects;
the social media and the need to
generate Committees. ◙

“Red-Tailed Hawk” - Joe Anderson

“Happy Owl” - John Kernodle
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Education Corner: Photography as a Business – Starting a Photo
Business/Part 5
By Jeff Roush, 3CT Education Director
Preface
In the first four chapter of this article we have explored all of the elements of putting together a photography
business. Notice that I didn’t call it a “successful” photography business … just a photography business. This
is because even though you might have all of the other elements in place, great promo materials, business
cards, business plan, great website, blah, blah, blah, none of it means anything without this final ingredient;
Selling Your Product.
Sales
Every business that’s successful has a good story. Call it whatever you want, but the easiest fit is to call it a
“sales pitch.” To a photographer this “pitch” is the first few sentences that are said to a potential customer. In
many cases our opportunity to “give our pitch” comes over the phone; perhaps someone calling from an ad, the
website, or from a referral. In any event, we have to be prepared with a carefully orchestrated pitch that
makes sense to the customer, and it has to be done quickly.
One mistake of many photographers (being most of us haven’t had any sales training) is that we waste the
initial conversation talking about things that are not of any value to the sale. Make sure you are prepared,
have a good solid pitch, cover all the important points, and lead your customer to a point where they want to
buy from you.
Example:
Phone Call – “Hi, I saw your website and was wondering about having a portrait taken.”
At this point there are a myriad of things we can say. Most important are to ask
questions of the customer in hopes of getting the info you need to “ask for the
purchase”. Stay focused on the portrait, and not on idle chit-chat.
You – Oh, I’m glad you found us on the internet. You are looking for a portrait of
just you or will this be your whole family?”
Caller – “It will me and my husband and our daughter. We usually get a new
photo every year of the three of us.”
You – “That’s awesome! I love it when folks get a yearly portrait done. It’s so fun
to look back at them as the kids get older.”
You have just complimented the customer and made them feel good about their decision, plus they like that
you agree with their decision.
You – “Let me ask you this; are you in the habit of this portrait being a studio photo or an outdoor photo?”
At this point you’ve started a good conversation about portraits with the caller. The more questions you ask
the more involved they feel in the project. The more involved they feel the more likely you are to get the job.
The planning part of any successful portrait needs to be a joint effort.
As the conversation starts to come to a close, try to get an email address so you can email this potential customer a promo piece (we discussed this earlier). If they don’t want to give you one, you still have their phone
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number from your caller ID. Make sure you keep it and enter it in whatever customer database program you
use to be able to contact them later.
This is a good “call back” reason technique. Hypothetically speaking – you found out while talking to your possible new customer that they want a studio portrait with a colored blue modeled muslin background. You
probably told them you could do that type of background during your conversation with them. However, there
is nothing wrong with calling them and telling them that you just got a brand new background that fits the
type that they asked for, and that you would love to see them be the first to be photographed with it. To us, as
photographers, this sounds “hokey” but you will be surprised that customers don’t feel that way.
“Hey Mrs. Smith, this is Jeff Roush from Roush Studios and I didn’t know if you were ready to get your family
in for the portrait we talked about or not, but I wanted to let you know that I just bought a new background
that sounds like it’s exactly the one we talked about a few weeks ago. Just thought you might want to be the first
family that I photograph with it … it’s beautiful!”
Another reason to call someone back is to give them a discount coupon. I do this often when I call them back
and give them a coupon good for a 10% (or more) discount on their print order off of my website if they schedule their appointment before a certain date. Sometimes people just need a push to get them in the studio.
Cold Calls
If your business also includes commercial photography then you also have to do cold calls. A “cold call” is
where you call or just show up at a company or factory to sell yourself to them. Over the years most companies
have become privy to this and won’t let you see anyone most of the time, so sometimes it’s a good idea to do a
little research first.
It’s pretty easy now to Google local companies and discern whether there is a marketing department or person
in the local facility. In many cases there isn’t a local marketing office. Large companies like Maytag or Kenmore, just for example, have a marketing department in their main office only and not in every location they
have around the country. So, do the research, find this out before you waste your time trying to visit anyone.
There is nothing wrong with contacting the main office and sending them your promotional materials and
contact information. I’ve gotten many photo jobs by doing this over the years.
Pricing
Setting up a pricing guide to use is always hard when first starting out with a new business. Always remember that today’s’ buyers are smarter than we think, and “perceived value” plays an important role in decisions.
So, that being said develop a price list that’s fair to everyone but also puts you in a position to appear competitive to your competition.
We’ve all seen this on Facebook – local photographer posts “Will shoot your portrait at the park this weekend/50 proofs/includes CD of images/$25.” We all wonder how busy this person is … don’t we? Well, believe
me, they aren’t. Not many people fall for this or believe that they are going to get any type of quality portrait
from an ad like this. By all means, don’t put yourself in this category.
You should have a sitting fee price for families, seniors, business portraits, and babies. Each can be different
depending on what you include with each portrait session. Make them appealing to the customer by what you
include with the session.
Below are some pricing samples for portraiture. These are typical of what studio photographers are using.
Some are more, some less, but they are close to these numbers. If you are brand new, start a little below
this; maybe 25% lower.
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 4
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______
Portraiture
Family, Couples, Children, Babies
Sitting ~ $75.00 studio photo session
Includes:
75 (minimum) Digital Color Proofs.
You can view all proofs in two days
on our web site from home or work at your leisure.
~Sitting Fee includes up to 6 people
(Different combinations are allowed)
~Consultation is included if requested
~Multiple Changes of Clothes
~Options of B/W or Sepia available when ordering
__________________________________________________
______
Senior Portrait Session
Sitting ~ $95.00
Includes:
~ 200 Proofs (approx)
~ 4 Looks & Changes of Clothes
~ 2 Studio and 2 Location (outdoors)
~ 1 - 8 x 10 (for Mom)
~ Consultation Included at photographers studio
~ Custom Print Package for Families (call for details)
_________________________________________________
______
Newborn Portrait Session
Newborn Sitting Fee ~ $65.00 studio photo session
Each Session Includes:
~36 Digital Proofs to choose from
~Studio / Infant Background / Set
Newborn Studio Subscription
1 Month Old - 20.00
3 Month Old - 20.00
6 Month Old - 20.00
9 Month Old - 20.00
12 Month Old - 20.00
Now, these are examples only and you might decide
to include different things with your sessions. Just
make sure there is a great value in what you are
charging. It’s normal to spend an hour or more doing
a simple portrait session. Seniors will take more time,
but they also buy more prints. The senior market is a
lot more competitive than the other two portrait
types, thus the change in pricing.
I always get asked if you should charge more if there
are more people in the portrait. My feeling on this
is that if there are more people then there is more
potential to sell more prints. So, I don’t’ charge for
additional people. I take my chances and gamble that
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they will buy a few additional 8x10s. Print prices are
all over the map these days. I feel that the print sales
are an important part of a photographers’ income, so
I keep mine high. I also feel that a well composed,
well shot, and well exposed print is worth more to a
customer. So, it’s worth more to me as a photographer also. After all, I’ve spent years learning to compose and expose images and so have you. Charging
someone for it only makes sense.
Years ago a friend of mine, who is a great portrait
photographer based in Florida, called me. He complained that his business had fallen off and he was
having a very difficult time making ends meet with
his studio. I asked him where he was with his prices
for sittings and prints. His response was “My sessions
are down to $35.00, and I give them a CD with 25
images on it for $35.00.” The solution was simple. I
told him to raise his prices and stop giving things
away. Two months later he was booking sessions
again at $75.00 sitting fee and was giving nothing
away. Be smart and make sure that you present your
work well, and that the “perceived value” is strong.
Normal print prices from a pro lab such as
www.mpix.com are set so that a photographer can
make some additional income by the way he or she
sets their prices. Don’t be afraid to charge for them.
Typically, an 8x10 print from a photographer should
cost the customer around $15.00 or more. At this
price point you can profit
about 11.00 on each print.
Keep your prints high; after
“Don’t be another
all, we are specialists.
photographer in
your area, be THE
Remarks
We’ve covered a lot of infor- photographer in
your area.”
mation in these five chapters and there is a lot to
think about and digest. Remember, the most important thing is to not run your business like a garage
sale, with no structure and no plan. The more organized and focused you are the better your business will
work for you, earn for you, and help you compete in a
world where everyone has a camera and wants to be
a photographer. Don’t be another photographer in
your area, be THE photographer in your area.
For questions, comments, or suggestions –
jroush@roushstudios.com ◙
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“Knees” - Dreda Murphy

“Up Close” - Pat Gordy

“Early Light” - Susan Dunn

“Eagle Palm” - Joe Anderson

“Reelfoot Lake Boat” - Michele Honeycutt

“No Peeking” - Sue Milligan
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©Wendell Gordy

“Curiosity” - Wendell Gordy

“Here’s Looking at You” - Les Milligan

“Reelfoot Lake Barred Owl” - Jim Mears

“Red-Tailed Hawk” - Michele Honeycutt
“Eagle Tongue” - Steve Brower
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“Reelfoot Collage” - Debbie Stowe

“Silhouette of a Tree” - Lisa Skelley
“Walnut Log Vista” - Jeff Roush
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 4
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To enter your images in SCIPE, go to http://chattanoogaphoto.org/scipe/

3CT Fall Meeting in Chattanooga
October 11-13


Friday: Possibly an afternoon walk-around
downtown Chattanooga if enough early
arrivals from other clubs



Welcome and Reception at PSC’s Gallery
at Blackwell - Meet and Greet with bird
photographer Art Morris



Saturday: Seminar led by Art Morris and
Denise Ippolito and possibly a Night Shoot
- location to be announced (TBA)



Go to http://www.chattanoogaphoto.org/ to
see detailed schedule for the seminar and
to register. All day seminar cost is $20.



Sunday: Field Trip to Old Car City and
another location or two (TBA)



Hotel info, restaurants, more field trips
etc. still being investigated



Details and full schedule at a later date
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Memphis Camera Club Celebrates
120 Years of Existence
By Rog Sphar and Patti Possel, Memphis Camera Club Members

A

fter many years of touting its having been IN
FOCUS FOR OVER 60 YEARS and with
that proclamation even emblazoned on its logo
(shown below), the Memphis Camera Club discovered
that its roots go back twice that long. To wit, all the
way back to 1893!
The club was founded under the same name it currently uses on April 1, 1893, at 38 Madison Street,
Memphis, Tennessee. Its president was Sam J. Latta,
with A. Wardle vice-president. The board of directors consisted of: S.J. Latta, A. Wardle, George O.
Friedel (treasurer and secretary), Matthew Stewart, and E.I. Pinnef.
Meetings were held at 38 Madison Street, with
“ordinary meetings” on the first and third Tuesdays
of each month. Special meetings could be called by
the chairman of the board of directors. The “annual
meeting” convened on the first Tuesday in April. The
club's membership as of September 1, 1893: honorary, 3; active, 32; for a total of 35.
Stereopticon exhibitions were conducted at irregular
intervals. Prints were shown once a year, but at no
stated period. A stereopticon (shown below) was a
slide projector or “magic lantern” which had two
lenses, usually one above the other, capable of projecting photographs on glass. The two lenses were
used to dissolve between images.
In celebration of this momentous occasion, the Memphis Camera Club is excited to announce its 120th
Birthday Bash. The festivities are to celebrate the
fact that Memphis Camera Club is one of the oldest,
continuously operational, photographic societies in
the United States. Patty McLaughlin is the current
president. She continues the tradition of leading the
group on the first and third Thursdays of each
month. The first Thursday of the month is Competition Night, on which both digital and print entries are
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 4

judged. The third Thursday is dedicated to guest
speakers and a business session.
Since MCC’s mission is to promote and educate the
public about photography, the second and fourth
Thursday evening are used for teaching sessions.
The Birthday Bash will take place on April 11,
2013, in lieu of the regular digital darkroom class.
MCC has rented the Jack Robinson Gallery, has
hired Me and My Tearoom to cater, and arranged
background music played by a very accomplished
pianist. Gifts will be given to the lucky, kind of like
surprise birthday presents. Who wants a present?
Well, you will need to attend in order to receive!
To make your reservation (only $10), contact Peggy
Copen, the MCC Treasurer, at pwcopen@aol.com
Festivities start at 6:30 p.m. The 120th Birthday
Bash will be a night to remember. ◙

Registration for
the 2013 Conference of the Photographic Society
of America is now
open. Since it will
be held on the
east coast in
Maine, (drivable)
this year, now is
a great opportunity to attend it.
PSA membership
is not required to
attend.
For registration
details go to www.psa-photo.org and scroll
down to the Conference tab.
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Having Fun with Filters
by Brian Stamm of the Cookeville Camera Club

T

he weather was cold,
the waves choppy,
and the eagles were a little inactive on our first
day of shooting for the
2013 Reelfoot Lake Camera Club Council of Tennessee outing. Weather
being the fickle thing it is
I decided I would opt to
do some long shutter
shots in order to get an
ethereal feel to some of
my photographs. Several
in the group asked me
what the “stuff” was on
the end of my camera.
After showing several in
the group the effect I was
getting, they asked me to
tell them how I did that.
See Brian's Filter Stacking Video to see the process of how this image was created.
This article is an explanation of what I was doing, the equipment I used, and how to get these types of photographs yourself.
When and Why to Use Filters and Long Exposures
First, I would like to start with the “why.” So let’s be honest; sometimes it’s hard to take the best photograph
due to a situation. Either the weather is not playing nice or the light isn’t right. Sometimes using a long exposure can save or enhance a situation or just add a different feel to a photograph. Many photographers use this
technique already to get the “milky” shots of waterfalls. The principle is the same, but it can be applied to
more than waterfalls, and with extra equipment, you can extend shutter time by up to 30 seconds or longer. If
you have a bulb setting and shutter release for your camera, you can keep your shutter open until the battery
runs out. Long exposures are also used in star trails, headlights/tail lights for traffic, and probably several
other pictures you’ve seen. Long shutter times can also be used to smooth out wave motion, cloud motion, and
to make certain items completely disappear, such as moving people, etc. This works on just about all DSLR
cameras except Nikon. Just kidding, since there was so much ribbing about Canon vs. Nikon during the Reelfoot weekend, I thought I’d add a funny retort at Nikon users here. I am sure the Sony, Pentax, and Sigma all
have settings to do something similar. You can even get this to work on point-and-shoot cameras though you
would have to work much harder at it. See my blog article Having Fun with Long Shutter Speeds on my website where I go into more detail for point & shoot users.
Equipment
So let’s talk about equipment. Here is what I was using to take the photograph above. I used a Canon 5D
Mark II with a 17-40mm lens. The camera and lens combo doesn’t really matter for this particular article, but
it should affect what filter equipment you consider purchasing to put in front of the lens. I will cover this in
the section about “P” series filters below. I used the following filter components to capture the image above: A
Cokin Z-Pro Holder with a 77mm ring to fit on the 17-40mm Lens; a 4”x4” ND8 Filter; a Singh-Ray LB
Warming Polarizer (Z-Pro Size); and a Hitech Hard Edge ND0.6 (ND4 equivalent). I could not have gotten the picture you see without having those items. For those out there that might say they could do it
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in Photoshop instead of buying filter equipment I ask this, could you do it in 30 seconds? Listed below is a list
of equipment, similar to mine, that you would need to capture a similar photograph to the one above.
Most links go to B&H Photo out of New York because they are a trustworthy source to get your equipment
and almost always have the best price. Also note that most items I’ve linked to are in Z-pro or “Lee size” filters
if considering a “P” size kit please adjust accordingly.














Cokin Z-Pro Graduated Neutral Density Filter Kit - You can get the holder separate and just buy the individual filters but it is cheaper to get it in a kit. I bought the holder separate because I wanted to purchase
Hitech brand filters. There are also other holder brands but I found that Cokin works the best for me.
Most filter holders of this size are made to be modular so you can add or subtract more holding units to
stack more filters. Going with this larger size ensures it can be used on future lenses no matter the size.
Cokin 77mm Z-PRO Adapter Ring (0.75mm Pitch Thread) - You will need an adapter ring to hold the
holder in front of the lens. I do know some people who hand hold these filters in front of their lens but if
you “stack” your filters this gets quite tricky and you might as well forget it if you want to use a circular
polarizer and a split filter at the same time.
Singh-Ray LB Warming Polarizer for Cokin Z-Pro Sprocket Mount - You can get other brands but when it
comes to polarizers I would recommend Singh-Ray. Note that other brand polarizers may use a 105mm
Polarizer with an attachment to the holder instead of a sprocket type. I personally prefer the sprocket myself but it is what I am used to now. As of writing this article the Singh-Ray Filter above was cheaper then
the Cokin Version offered.
Hitech 4 x 6" Hard Graduated Neutral Density Filter Kit - I used a hard edge filter for the shot because
the horizon was flat. The reason to use a split filter is to hold light back from a bright
area of the scene and help the exposure even out for the entire scene. In this case the
sky was brighter than the ground and this filter worked so my sky wasn’t so bright. If
you have a dark sky but a bright foreground the filter can be turned upside down. A
“Soft Edge” Graduated Neutral Density Filter gradually goes from filtered to clear
and is used where the horizon is not a definitive straight line - for instance a mountain range instead of a seascape.
4x4 filters to go on the holder to “block” the light in order to make the shutter stay open. These come in
different varieties from standard ND (ND stands for Neutral Density) to ones for changing white balance
(I do that post process, but it would be important if shooting video where changing white balance could
take hours to process), to colored filters to make blue and orange skies.
The Cokin Graduated Neutral Density Filter Kit for "P" Series - This is the best bet if you are on a budget,
and aren’t we all. The problem with this filter size is it will start to vignette your photographs if you’re at
14mm or below on a crop frame camera or 22mm for a full frame (based on Canon). If you’re not shooting
wider then this P may be the right start for you. Also note that you can’t get rings to fit any lens with a
filter size over 77mm on a P size holder. I started out with the P series size filters and never regretted it
and I still use it on my medium and telephoto lenses.
I also recommend you get a “wallet” or carrier for your filters like the Cokin Z-Pro Filter Wallet or the
Cokin Filter Wallet for "P" Series to carry your filters in (if you don’t buy a kit that comes with one). The
filters are stored in separate sleeves and the pouch can fasten to your belt or camera strap for easy access.
Update: I just bought a Lowepro S&F Filter Pouch 100 for my 4”x6” filters and love it. I get more filters in
a smaller, better protected carrier. I would recommend this more than the others.

There is a good reason to invest in a filter holder type of system like the Z-pro or P series early instead of buying individual screw-in type filters. If you decide to buy a good set of polarizers, ND filters, or other filters you
can get away with buying one of each filter and just buying an adapter ring for each of your lenses. So you
could get one really good $350 polarizer and buy several $42 dollar adapter rings or buy three $200 polarizers
for each lens you have. Even if you buy much cheaper polarizers, if you move to a Cokin, Lee, or Hitech filter
system in the future, you would have wasted money. The math is easy for me.
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Stacking
Stacking filters is basically getting them all “lined up” in whatever configuration you want. There are so many
different filters you can put in front of your lens. You can get ND filters which hold light back, polarizers, colored filters, intensifiers, softeners, infrared, warming, cooling, and sunset filters. You can have a lot of fun
playing with them, though I would recommend “playing” in the “P” series to be cost efficient. In the case above
I stacked a polarizer, ND8, and Hard GND in the holder (it only holds 3 in its current configuration, though
you can add more slots).
I have to mention that if you are going to put filters in front of that expensive lens that you saved for months
to buy, make sure you get good filters like Singh-Ray (1st in my book), Hitech, B+W, Lee, and lastly Cokin.
You wouldn’t buy a Lamborghini and park it under a tree in the front yard would you? No, you would build a
nice garage to house it. The same sort of thing applies here. If you have good glass, don’t put cheap resin in
front of it. In fact, I had a cheaper Cokin filter in front of my lens, which is what I believe gave the image the
purple hue. People liked it; so I bumped the purple up a bit in post processing. The sky was actually just a
dreary grey overcast color. A better brand of neutral density filter may not have added a color cast.
Settings
Now to the important stuff. It doesn’t make sense to put all this stuff in front, then have a 1/1000 shutter
speed, at least not for the type of photo above. So to slow everything down as much as possible, set your ISO to
around 100 and then set your f-stop to as high as it will go. It was f/22 in my case. If your shutter speed goes
over 30 seconds, your camera may not fire. Adjust your settings so it is 30 seconds or less, or use a timer shutter release. This will help ensure a lot of things for you - first a long shutter speed, second low noise (also turn
long exposure noise reduction on in your settings), thirdly you will have great depth of field, which means anything not moving in your photograph will be clear and strong while any moving elements will appear soft and
ghostly. This is just a rule of thumb. You can achieve a different look and feel by adding and subtracting the
amount of time, adjusting aperture, and ISO. With a long shutter speed, you can walk through the photograph, and your sensor will not see you unless you’re wearing a neon white leisure suit. You could, however,
walk into the photo, hold a pose for 15 seconds, and walk out, and you would look like a ghost. You can also
use this type of setting to catch lightning strikes.
Things to be aware of when shooting long exposures
There are several things you should be aware of when shooting these long exposures. If you have any sensor
dust, it will become very prominent and noticeable in your photo. Just use a software program to remove the
dust. Also make sure your filters don’t have marks or scratches or are getting water drops or dust on them;
the longer the exposure, the more they will affect the photograph. If shooting compositions with a lot of dark
areas, you will probably start to see color noise in those dark areas. You can try shooting HDR this way too
and come up with completely different images as your underexposed images will show “more” movement as it
will freeze the action. Your properly exposed image will be in the middle, and your overexposed image will
have the most ghosting or ethereal effect. Also, remember you will always have to shoot from a tripod and
make sure that it (your tripod or camera) is not moving, a tripod on a dock that is rising and falling with the
waves will ensure nothing in the image is sharp. Therefore, it will not have a strong element in focus to catch
the viewer’s eye, but it may yield an interesting impressionistic piece of art.
Post Processing
While I like to do most things in camera, there are few things that I like to do after the shutter is clicked.
First, removing any artifacts like sensor and lens dust, scratches from filters, etc. I can also choose to bump
the white balance, color, or increase/decrease the highlights or shadows. Lastly, I almost always sharpen the
image - even if I am going for an ethereal look. It will sharpen the areas of the photograph that have the interest and the “ghosted” areas won’t sharpen much because there is not a definitive area for it to sharpen.
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In Conclusion
With the tools and settings, you can change the look and feel of almost any scene and in almost any light. Filters will provide a means of slowing down your shutter speed on the brightest of days, and they will help put
even more creative control at your fingertips. Filters can help enhance the settings on the camera and can be
used for effects like removing glare, balancing light and dark areas, and can give you a photograph in a shutter click that would take hours in Photoshop to fix or duplicate. It opens up a whole new world of photography
to you and lets you have fun out in the field. So get some filters and go have some fun.
See my blog article “Having Fun with Long Shutter Speeds” at www.BrianStammPhotography.com for a
similar entry on long exposure.
See my Filter Stacking Video to see the process of how this image was created.
Also see Lee Frost’s book The Photographer’s Guide to Filters ◙

“Get Out of Here” - Les Milligan

“Cypress” - Fred Martin

“Owl” - Theresa Bolden
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“Eagle” - John Kernodle
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“White Pelicans on Reelfoot Lake” - Jane Brewer

“Owl Eyes” - Steve Brower

“Before Sunrise” - Cindy Mitchell

“Red Tailed Hawk” - Jeff Roush
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“Cypress Stump and Knees” - Milton McLain
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